Stromberg's Chicks & Game Birds Unlimited

Call 800-720-1134 to pre-order. If you are not pre-ordering, please print and fill out this form prior to stopping in.

Poultry Order Form

Customer Name :
Address:
Daytime Contact
Number :
Email:
PICKUP DATE:

30-May-20

MEAT BIRDS
DESCRIPTION
Cornish Rock Cross These slow growing broilers are a hybrid bred for meat production.
Maturity is reached in 10-12 weeks. Straight Run only.
Slow Boiler
EGG LAYERS

ITEM # PRICE
CP-492

$2.25

CP-865

$3.10

Barred Rocks

The Barred Rock is a single comb, clean legged variety that originated CP-887
in the US. It is cold hardy with a friendly disposition making it an ideal
dual purpose bird. Hens can lay 200+ brown eggs per year. Only
Females.

$2.75

Sliver Laced
Wyandotte

The Silver Laced Wyandotte is a rose comb, clean legged variety that
originated in the U.S. This friendly bird can lay 200+ brown eggs per
year. Hens can be broody, making them great mothers around the
farm. Only Females.

CP-972

$2.75

Blue Laced Red
Wyandotte

The Blue Laced Red Wyandotte has a beautiful blue laced red pattern. CP-988
Good egg layer of medium size brown eggs. They are docile and lay
around 180-260 eggs a year. Only Females.

$3.95

White Leghorn

White Leghorns lay approximately 220-300 white large to extra large
eggs a year. They rarely exhibit broodiness and are great for free
ranging. Only Females.

CP-712

$2.75

New Hampshire

The New Hampshire is a docile bird that lays approximately 200-280
large to extra large brown eggs a year. Only Females.

CP-742

$2.75

Black Australorp

The Black Australorp is an excellent winter egg layer. They are active, CP-282
but gentle. They lay approximately 200-280 large brown eggs a year.
Only Females.

$2.75

Black Sex-link

This gentle hybrid is a cross between a Barred Rock hen and Rhode CP-958
Island Red rooster. This breed is a bit larger than other dual purpose
varieties, making them perfect for meat production. Only Females.

$2.75

Rhode Island Red

DUAL PURPOSE

The Dark Rhode Island Red is a single comb, clean legged variety.
Cold hardy, but comb is subject to frostbite. Only Females.

Continued on next page

ORDER QTY

The Ameraucana is a pea comb, clean legged variety that originated
in the U.S. Good disposition, non-agressive & very cold hardy.
Production quality, not for use in 4-H showing as they are bred for
production of those popular blue and green eggs, not breed traits.
Only Females.

CP-063

$3.10

Buff Orphington

The Orpington which originated in England is a single comb, clean
legged variety which weighs between 8-10 lbs. Buff coloration. They
are a docile bird with a good disposition and make a good dual
purpose bird. They are known for being a broody bird and for being
quiet. Only Females.

CP-803

$2.75

Speckled Sussex

The Speckled Sussex is a single comb, clean legged variety, which
originated in England. The Sussex are good mothers, have a good
foraging ability and are very cold hardy. Only Females.

CP-915

$2.75

White Pekin

The White Pekin is a heavy weight breed which originated in China.
DP-629
This breed is raised specifically for meat production and has the
quickest rate of weight gain among any of the domestic duck breeds.
It is also considered a dual purpose duck because it is known to be a
good producer of eggs. This breed also makes good pets. Straight run
only.

$7.60

Black Runner

The Black Runner is a light weight breed which originated around
DP-635
Southeast Asia. Runners are known for being wonderful layer of white
eggs, which are feed efficient and are great foragers. They have an
upright carriage & resemble a walking bottle. They tend to be one of
the most popular breeds of ducks. Straight run only.

$9.00

Khaki Campbell

The Khaki Campbell is a light weight breed which originated in
England. Known for their excellent egg production and could be
championed as the best egg laying bird. They are also very hardy &
will be active around your yard. Straight run only.

DP-625

$7.60

Magpie

The Magpie is a light weight breed which originated in Wales. One of DP-636
the rare breeds known for its excellent egg production, eye catching
looks and high quality meat. This is an active breed & a good forager.
Straight run only.

$8.10

Ameraucana

Ducks

Disclaimer: If the breed ordered is not available at the time of pickup we will provide you with the
closest breed to what was ordered.

Total Price:

